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Ritepet Ritepet: the machine dedicated to the pet food market
The  Ritepet is the answer to all recent demands of flexibility, production range, productivity and 
quality required from the market, especially in the pet -food sector. The Ritepet machine is designed 
for high-speed production of side-gusset bags in single or double lane. Bags can be made in double 
lane starting from one web slit in two or from two independent webs. 
Several options are available e.g. bottom folding and gluing system, 360° handle punch, etc. 
The Ritepet machine, fully engineered and manufactured in Switzerland as usual for all Water Line 
machines range, can really be the ideal choice to boost your business towards the highest and most 
ambitious targets. The Ritepet adds a value to bag’s finishing. 
Available working width 680mm – 930mm.

Ritepet TP
Production Range

Ritepet 600 TP: the innovative Tear&Tip® closure machine 
The Ritepet 600 TP is a machine dedicated for the production of side-gusset bags from 1 web, 
especially designed for dry product having a patented Tear & Tip® easy opening and closing system.
The machine, thanks to a special development done by Water Line, is able to pick the “Tear&Tip®” 
sliding open-close system from the box, to place it on a special conveyor and finally to seal it in-line 
inside a side-gusset bag whilst the bag is already pre-formed, but not sealed, on the machine. The 
Tear&Tip® system is practical to be used by consumers because it better protects and conserves the 
product inside, after opening the bag it facilitates the release of the obstructing matters, it gives 
longer conservation to the product thanks to its repositionable airtight lips, has no resumption of 
moisture and conserves perfectly the flavors.
Moreover the Tear&Tip® system is a smart and cost effective solution for those who would like to 
offer more than a standard re-closable system like the zipper but at the same time are looking for a 
cheaper solution compared to top slider or front slider applications.

Ritepet 600 TPProduction 
Range

 - Stand-up pouches
 - Side gussets bags
 - Side gussets bags with Tear&Tip® closure system
 

- 2 side seal pouches (from 1 web) with/without zipper – up to 2 lanes
- 3 side seal pouches (from 1 web) with/without zipper – up to 2 lanes
- Stand-up pouches (from 1 web) with/without zipper – up to 2 lanes
- Side-gusset bags (from 1 web) – up to 2 lanes


